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Further information:

KOFF Anita Müller 

PBI-Switzerland

PBI-Guatemala

Human Rights First

KOFF Guatemala

Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

PBI Sabine Ziegler

PD IV Lukas Heinzer

New members of the KOFF Team
The new year has brought two changes in the KOFF Team.

The new swisspeace Head of Communications, who takes over the KOFF-News-
letter, is Christa Dold who comes to KOFF from Peace Brigades International (PBI)
Switzerland where she was also responsible for communications. Christa takes
over from Lorenz Jakob, who left KOFF in November after five years with the
organization, and is now with the Swiss Cancer League. Steffen Rottler also
ended his period of collaboration with KOFF at the end of 2007. Replacing him as
the person responsible in particular for conflict sensitivity is Marcel von Arx, who
for the past four years has been working for the Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC) in Nepal as Governance and Conflict Advisor. 16.01.2008

10 years after the war: Guatemala still waiting for peace
In the framework of the KOFF Guatemala roundtable on December 14, 2007,
Katia Aeby from Peace Brigades International (PBI) presented the results of a
recent study about the implementation of the Peace Agreement on the Strengthe-
ning of Civilian Power, which was part of the Peace Accords that ended the
Guatemalan civil war in 1996. Co-author of the study, Aeby underscored that
progress was made in some areas. For example, today women’s rights and
indigenous activists are more accepted and have more leeway than 10 years
ago. However, Aeby was generally critical: Democratic institutions in Guatemala
are not yet consolidated; the army still has an important influence on civilian
affairs; parts of the state have been infiltrated by organized crime; many civil
society representatives are still subject to threats and attacks.

The second speaker, Lukas Heinzer, Desk Officer in charge of Guatemala at the
Political Division IV (PD IV) of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA),
agreed with Aeby’s assessment. For him, many structural problems that initially
led to the outbreak of the civil war are still present today. Heinzer mentioned
persistent poverty, glaring social inequality, the oligarchic structure of the econo-
my, and the utilisation of the state by political elites for their private interests. To
counteract these deficiencies, Switzerland has decided to support the newly-
established International Commission against Impunity in Guatemala. 22.01.2008

mailto:anita.mueller@swisspeace.ch
http://www.peacebrigades.ch/
http://www.pbi-guatemala.org/163.html
http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/defenders/hrd_guatemala/hrd_cicig.asp
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/guatemala/index.html
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
mailto:sabine.ziegler@peacebrigades.ch
mailto:lukas.heinzer@eda.admin.ch
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Further information:

KOFF Esther Marthaler

KOFF Indonesia

Friends of the Earth

Indonesia

International

Crisis Group

Paying for Protection:

Global Witness

Rettet den Regenwald

Carbon dealers -

Papua and Aceh

Op-Ed: Five pillars

of national security

Watch Indonesia

Inside Indonesia

Security, Development

and Forest Conflict 

KOFF

CDA

CDA, Reflecting on

Peace Practice (RPP)

Exploitation of resources and security in Indonesia
KOFF’s first Indonesia roundtable of the year showed why local conflicts in Indo-
nesia mainly concern resources.

Guest speaker Marianne Klute noted the extensiveness of the industrial conces-
sions granted for the primary forests of Sumatra, Kalimantan and West Papua.
She pointed out how decentralization in Indonesia has created a legal basis
enabling local stakeholders to draft and implement their own legislation. The
State however, which continues to have sovereignty over land, water and
forests, retains the power of planning at the regional level and over the utiliza-
tion of natural resources. The land rights of local stakeholders are frequently
disregarded and illegal deforestation continues unabated. New private sector
enterprises are already dividing the last remaining untouched forests between
them with a view to carbon trading.

The second speaker, Ingo Wandelt, looked at the security policy dimension of
these developments. The Indonesian army, being to a great extent self financing,
depends on local revenues. This blend of security policy responsibilities and eco-
nomic interests leads to a lack of transparency. It is thus difficult to distinguish
between the „War on Terror“, disturbances and insurrections on the one hand,
and the defense of economic interests on the other. Through its territorial com-
mandos the army is ever present as an economic actor in the main areas where
resources are exploited. Ever since the time of Suharto the Indonesian elite has
been closely involved with the military both through tradition and ties of kinship.
Independent controls are virtually unthinkable.

External actors need to give full consideration to these ties in the context of their
work, and should support local stakeholders in the defense of their chartered
rights. The long awaited reform of the security sector offers an opportunity for
disentangling the different interests and functions, so that the army and police
can address their proper duties and the people can protect their vital living space.

15.01.2008

International Consultation on Reflecting on Peace Practice
At the beginning of the year, KOFF participated in a four-day consultation and
workshop on the so-called Reflecting on Peace Practice (RPP) organized by the
non-governmental organisation CDA Collaborative Leaning Projects in Boston/
MA. Since the publication „Confronting War. Critical Lessons for Peace Practi-
tioners“, which summarizes the main findings of RPP, in 2003, CDA has further
developed the earlier insights. Many national and international organisations
have used RPP in their planning, strategic assessment and reviews.

In the first two days of the consultation, participants from 8 national and inter-
national peacebuilding organisations discussed their organisational experiences
of using the insights and key concepts of RPP, i.e. the systemic approch to con-
flict analysis, the criteria of effectiveness, the RPP matrix, and the theories of
change.

mailto:esther.marthaler@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/indonesia/index.html
http://www.eng.walhi.or.id/kampanye/hutan/
http://www.eng.walhi.or.id/kampanye/hutan/
http://www.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?l=1&id=1449
http://www.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?l=1&id=1449
http://www.globalwitness.org/media_library_detail.php/139/en/paying_for_protection
http://www.globalwitness.org/media_library_detail.php/139/en/paying_for_protection
http://www.regenwald.org/index.php
http://www.watchindonesia.org/CarbonDealers.htm
http://www.watchindonesia.org/CarbonDealers.htm
http://www.etan.org/et2006/june/10/08jakart.htm#Five%20pillars
http://www.etan.org/et2006/june/10/08jakart.htm#Five%20pillars
http://home.snafu.de/watchin/Index-engl.htm
http://www.insideindonesia.org/edit80/p4-5dianto.html
http://www.etfrn.org/etfrn/sdfc/index.htm
http://www.etfrn.org/etfrn/sdfc/index.htm
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.cdainc.com
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
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Further information:

swisspeace Sascha Müller

swisspeace Afghanistan

website

„Private Security

Companies and Local

Populations. An Explo-

ratory Study of  Afgha-

nistan and Angola“.

swisspeace,2007.

The other two days with around 40 practitioners and academics in the field of conflict
transformation focused very much on an in-depth debate on the cumulative impact
on different peacebuilding activities and strategies in five selected case studies.
Looking at the case studies of South Africa, Northern Ireland, Burundi, Kosovo, and
Cyprus, participants discussed challenging issues and common patterns in peace-
building activities. Challenging questions were for example how to work with „the
hard ro reach“, like non-state armed groups, ex-combattants and how to define civil
society. Common features were the tendency to work with „the easy to reach“, like
youth or women’s groups, and with implicit and taken-for-granted theories of social
change, that is how to bring about social change. Three or four other cases are
planned in Sri Lanka, Israel/Palestine and Guatemala. 17.01.2008

New Afghanistan website
Many actors including the Swiss government and non-governmental organiza-
tions have undertaken peacebuilding activities in Afghanistan since the fall of
the Taliban regime in 2001. The new KOFF Afghanistan website includes many
useful links to the various actors, as well as official documents of the Afghan
government and some interesting background information of an historical and
political nature. Maps and research findings can also be downloaded on this
country, which has priority status for KOFF. 17.01.2008

Private security companies and local populations
Private security companies are increasingly the focus of negative news-
paper articles. In a ground-breaking new study swisspeace attempts to
show how these companies are viewed by local populations, with the
examples of Afghanistan and Angola. One of the main conclusions of
the study is that the view taken by local populations is overwhelmingly
negative, a fact which should make these companies, their clients and
the governments of the home country as well as the countries in which
they are deployed, reflect on the need for corrective measures.

On 16 September 2007 in Baghdad 17 Iraqi civilians were shot and killed by
guards working for the private security firm Blackwater. This incident once again
brought the phenomenon of „PSCs“ into the international limelight. It was just
one more in a series of scandals which over the years have brought PSCs into
the headlines all over the world. In Bosnia another American company, DynCorp,
was the focus of a scandal involving prostitution and human trafficking, while in
Iraq the employees of various private security companies have been accused of
mistreating and torturing prisoners in Abu Ghuraib.

mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
mailto:sascha.mueller@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/afghanistan/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/afghanistan/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/PSC_01.pdf
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„Das Geschäft mit

dem Krieg“, a critical

analysis of the  use of

private security forces.

Schweizerischer

Friedensrat,

december 2007.

Swiss initiative on

private military and

security companies.

Lack of alternatives

The growing number of scandals involving security companies does indeed call
for clarification. So far however no one has been able to think of a workable
alternative to these companies. There has indeed been a call in certain countries
for the banning of (foreign) PSCs. But it is difficult to imagine how to dispense
with their services in the trouble spots of this world. It is not only governments
that frequently depend on the many services they provide in order to cope with
precarious security situations and to assist overstretched state security forces,
but also relief organizations and private corporations.

For years now the media, politicians and academics have been discussing the
questions raised by this reliance on private security companies. These discus-
sions focus on such matters as the State monopoly of violence, which the use of
PSCs seems to jeopardize; options for their regulation, voluntary or by the State;
and the accountability of PSCs. It was in this context that in 2006 the Swiss
government together with the International Committee of the Red Cross
launched an initiative aimed at strengthening intergovernmental dialogue on
PSC-related problems and promoting respect for international law and human
rights standards by private security companies and the States concerned.

Pioneering swisspeace study

Leaving aside the powerful interests that brought the PSCs into play in the past
few years, it is remarkable that to date one important actor has received little or
no attention: the local population, whose members although they do not employ
private security companies, find their lives directly or indirectly influenced by the
appearance on the scene of PSCs. The Blackwater case is one memorable ex-
ample. In a ground-breaking study at the end of 2007 swisspeace has focused
on this forgotten perspective, taking two countries, Afghanistan and Angola, as
examples in an effort to discover how local populations view the PSCs, and their
impact.

Private security companies play an important role in public life in both of these
countries. Whereas in Angola they made their appearance in the early 1990s, it
was not until 2001 that they arrived in Afghanistan, where foreign security com-
panies now play a major role. In Angola on the other hand a law dating from
1992 has greatly curtailed the presence of foreign security companies. While it is
certainly not the last word on the complex interrelations between local popula-
tions and PSCs, the study has made a number of interesting findings and de-
monstrated the relevance of this issue.

Predominance of negative feelings

Despite the differences between the two countries targeted by the study, the
view of private security companies expressed by the civilian population is uni-
formly negative. Large sections of the population and of the civil society groups
covered by the survey feel that PSCs do more to create an atmosphere of suspi-
cion and insecurity than to improve the security situation. They are criticised for
being heavily armed in most cases, for lack of transparency in their recruitment
procedures and the way they carry out their mandates, as well as for lack of

http://www.friedensrat.ch/aktuell1.html
http://www.friedensrat.ch/aktuell1.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home/topics/intla/humlaw/pse/psechi.html
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Further information:

swisspeace Ulrike Joras

accountability. In Afghanistan the population is often unable to distinguish between
the various security forces due to the absence of uniforms or even identification.
Not knowing whether the armed man at the next street corner will be a member
of the State police, a militiaman or a PSC employee leads to insecurity and
frustration. Defending oneself against abuses by PSC staff is no easy task. And
the existing weakness of the State seems to be further undermined by depen-
dence on the PSCs and an inability to control them.

Consideration for the views of local people

Most interviewees accept the fact that the difficult security situation creates a
need for PSCs, and in particular for foreign actors. They also more or less accept
that there are direct economic benefits in the form of job opportunities for local
people. The overall assessment nonetheless remains negative. In the words of
one Afghan interviewee: „People have had enough of PSCs. Whenever you go
to an area where so-called important people live it’s like entering a miniature
police state: sandbags, people with weapons (…). It’s like being in a war zone,
not a land at peace.“

Private security companies are destined to remain a significant actor in areas of
crisis well into the future. For this reason it seems all the more important to pay
greater attention to the voice of the people as a third party – and not just to the
clients of the PSCs. The predominantly negative view of PSCs should be a cause
for concern not only for the security companies, but also for their clients and the
governments of both the source countries and the countries in which they are
deployed. Better regulation, together with effective implementation of the exis-
ting guidelines, can determine whether or not PSCs will make a real contribution
to security in the years ahead, or on the contrary aggravate local insecurity.
Discussions on the subject of private security companies need to focus on such
matters as the registration of all PSCs and their weaponry, the creation of an
easily accessible complaints body, the clear identification of PSC employees, and
standards of qualification. 17.01.2008

mailto:ulrike.joras@swisspeace.ch
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Further information:
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CLRG Raphael Móntes Jr. 

IFF
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News from Swiss NGOs

Fiscal federalism as a peacebuilding
element in the Philippines
In response to the growing demand for greater autonomy in the context of a
federal system of government in the multicultural Philippines, the Center for Lo-
cal and Regional Governance (CLRG) of the University of the Philippines and
Switzerland’s Institute of Federalism (IFF) have agreed to work together in sup-
port of capacity building and knowledge exchange, to enable partners to partici-
pate actively in the political debate on the future of the Republic.

Last year the IFF conducted a study tour on Swiss fiscal federalism and regional
development for a 10-member Filipino delegation and organized the first ever
„Dialogues on Federalism“ in Manila and Dumaguete City, Oriental Negros. Last
November the Institute hosted two guest researchers from the Philippines. For a
period of three months they were able to use the Institute’s resources to research
articles of importance to both Switzerland and the Philippines, mainly on the
theme of the 2007 project cycle: „Fiscal Federalism and Regional Development“.

This work will provide meaningful insights into the structure and dynamics of
Switzerland’s fiscal federalism, one of the models under consideration for the
Filipino system of government. Federalism is also thought to be one possible
solution to the conflict in Muslim Mindanao, and a way of fostering development
in the poorer regions. Research is also being conducted into the link between
fiscal equalization and national unity. It examines the new fiscal equalization
system, the 15-year reform process and the important role played by the cantons,
and the evolution of issues and concerns about the new scheme then and today.
The IFF-CLRG cooperation program will continue unaltered this year and next.

21.01.2008

Engaging Armed Non-State Actors in a Landmine Ban
Geneva Call published a progress report which provides a comprehensive re-
view of the action taken by the organization and its partners between 2000 and
2007 to engage armed non-State actors (NSAs) to prohibit the use of anti-person-
nel mines. The report documents the progress accomplished to date and the
remaining challenges. It also provides recommendations on the way forward, in
an effort to further enhance the effectiveness of future NSA engagement work.

Since the launch of Geneva Call in 2000, significant progress has been made. 34
NSAs from Burma/Myanmar, Burundi, India, Iraq, the Philippines, Somalia,
Sudan, Turkey and Western Sahara have signed the „Deed of Commitment“, an
innovative mechanism that enables NSAs, which by definition cannot accede to
the 1997 Ottawa Convention, to subscribe to its norms. Signatory groups have,
by and large, complied with their obligations, refraining from using anti-personnel
mines and cooperating in mine action with specialized organizations. In addition,

mailto:Eva.Schmassmann@unifr.ch 
mailto:rmontesjr@gmail.com
http://www.federalism.ch/index.php?page=794&lang=0
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/publications/koff-newsletter-pdf-archive/index.html
http://www.genevacall.org
mailto:info@genevacall.org
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Further information:

Geneva Call

Pascal Bongard

Further information:

Helvetas Karin Fueg

Helvetas

Helvetas on Civil

Society and State

KOFF - Do no Harm

SDC - Conflict-

sensitivity

nine other NSAs have pledged to prohibit or limit the use of anti-personnel
mines, either unilaterally or through a ceasefire agreement with the govern-
ment. In some countries, the signing of the „Deed of Commitment“ by NSAs
facilitated the launch of much-needed humanitarian mine action programs in
areas under their control, as well as the accession by their respective States to
the Ottawa Convention. Many challenges remain, notably the continued use of
anti-personnel mines by non-signatory groups, the lack of technical and financial
resources to support implementation of the „Deed of Commitment“ and insuffi-
cient cooperation from some concerned States. Yet, this report illustrates how
NSA engagement can be effective in securing their compliance with inter-
national humanitarian norms. 07.01.2008

Conflict sensitivity under the Helvetas umbrella
Helvetas has been involved in the process of mainstreaming conflict sensitivity
since 2004. A workshop held in Nepal allowed an exchange of experiences and
lessons learned in the areas of „Do no Harm“ (DNH), „Conflict Sensitive Pro-
gram and Project Management“ and „Conflict Transformation/Peacebuilding“.
One objective was to develop a Helvetas strategy on civil peacebuilding. Six-
teen Helvetas collaborators from Afghanistan, Bhutan, Guatemala, Mali, Sri
Lanka, Vietnam and Nepal participated in the five-day workshop in autumn 2007.

Nepal proved to be an ideal host country for such a workshop. The current,
volatile process of transition to peace calls more than ever for a conflict-sensi-
tive approach to development cooperation. During the years of greatest violence
(1996-2006), Helvetas together with the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC) maintained their commitment, while adapting the program.

The participants were able to learn about the practical application of conflict-
sensitive program management on a field visit in Nepal, which included a social
audit in a village community. The workshop also hosted guest speakers from
partner agencies. Its success was summed up by an Afghan participant: „It was
wonderful for people from different parts of the world to exchange experiences
about conflicts and their solution through DNH… the workshop gave everybody
an opportunity to discuss and brought everyone’s ideas, experiences and know-
ledge under one Helvetas umbrella.“ 20.01.2008

mailto:pbongard@genevacall.org
mailto:karin.fueg@helvetas.org
http://www.helvetas.ch/
http://www.helvetas.ch/wEnglish/competencies/documented_experiences/doc_civil.asp?navid=16
http://www.helvetas.ch/wEnglish/competencies/documented_experiences/doc_civil.asp?navid=16
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/tools-and-conflict-sensitive-approaches-to-development/tools-and-conflict-sensitive-approaches-to-development/index.html#c877
http://www.deza.admin.ch/de/Home/Themen/Konfliktpraevention_Transformation
http://www.deza.admin.ch/de/Home/Themen/Konfliktpraevention_Transformation
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Further information:

HEKS Silvia Frei

Collaborative for

Development Action

(CDA)

HEKS

News from Swiss Government Agencies

HEKS: „Do no Harm“ training in the South Caucasus
The Church Development Service (EED) together with Swiss Interchurch Aid
(HEKS-EPER) organized a „Do no Harm“ (DNH) workshop in Georgia for 31
representatives of partner organizations in Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan,
where HEKS has been active for over a decade. In charge were international
trainers Wolfgang Heinrich from Germany, and Ankica Dragin from Serbia. As
well as familiarizing partners with the „Do no Harm“ tool the workshop provi-
ded an opportunity to demonstrate its relevance to local projects and programs.
The workshops were conducted as interactive learning sessions in accordance
with the proven practices of Collaborative for Development Action (CDA). Follo-
wing an introduction to the DNH small groups were formed to allow partici-
pants to relate the components to their own context and experiences. 15.01.2008

FDFA Department IV „Human Security“ 
announces priorities for 2008
The government’s second framework program for civil peacebuilding and the
strengthening of human rights, which awaits approval by the National Council,
is due to take effect this year. It will provide a framework credit of
SFr 240 million to finance Switzerland’s continuing commitment to peacebuil-
ding over the next four years. Existing programs will be further developed, new
opportunities will be put to the test, and various structures will be adapted.

Political Affairs Division IV (PA IV) of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
(FDFA) will continue to concentrate its main peacebuilding activities in Nepal,
Sri Lanka and Africa’s Great Lakes Region. Programs in Sudan, the Middle East,
Colombia and Kosovo will also continue to have priority. Switzerland remains
committed in Indonesia (Aceh), while efforts in French-speaking Africa (Chad,
Central Africa, Niger, Mali) are under review.

Diplomatic initiatives to be launched or continued include the Geneva Declara-
tion on Armed Violence and Development, the 60-year jubilee of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights, and conflict prevention. Programs on mediation
in peace processes and dealing with the past will be consolidated, as will
dialogue with non-State actors and on religious and economic questions.

Also to go forward are human rights dialogues with China, Iran and Vietnam,
while consultations with Cuba and Russia are to be developed in greater depth.

Priority concerns in the Human Rights Council include the first country evaluati-
ons of Switzerland, and a medium-term strategy for Switzerland’s human rights
policy in the United Nations. The migration partnerships concept is to be finali-
zed and then implemented, beginning with the West Balkans. Starting with the
Horn of Africa, a model action plan for protection in the countries of origin is in

 L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks

mailto:frei@heks.ch
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/default.php
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/default.php
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/default.php
http://www.heks.ch/
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Further information:

FDFA PD IV Peter Aeberhard

Further information:

FDFA PD IV Carol Mottet

preparation, as are a meeting of experts on prostitution and trafficking in human
beings, and an evaluation of the Action Plan for Resolution 1325 on Women,
Peace and Security, under the leadership of PA IV.

The objective set for the Expert Pool will be to strengthen the recruitment and
deployment of policemen, legal experts and highly qualified staff for internatio-
nal missions. PA IV will again this year chair the „Comitée de Pilotage“ of the
Geneva centers. And it will continue to develop in-depth dialogue with State and
non-State organizations in the areas of peacebuilding and human rights.

28.01.2008

Peace efforts in Central Africa
Concerned at the fragile state of democracy and numerous conflicts in many of
the French-speaking countries of Africa, Political Affairs Division IV (PD IV) of the
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) developed a program in central
Africa in June 2006, drawing on the resources of French-speaking Switzerland.
Most of the work, in accordance with the main themes of Swiss peace policy
including conflict resolution and political dialogue, is done together with practiti-
oners from the countries themselves.

In December 2007 a PA IV delegation traveled to Cameroon to organize a coor-
dination workshop on the conflicts in Chad and the Republic of Central Africa.
The visit was made at the request of the UN Centre for Human Rights and
Democracy in Central Africa (UNCHRD), the Program’s partner in Yaoundé. This
enabled civil society representatives from Chad and Central Africa to meet for
the first time and exchange information on their activities, as well as making an
analysis and discussing priorities. The workshop shed light on the many obstac-
les to peace in both countries, including a lack of space for democracy and of
independent institutions, a climate of impunity, and a tendency to personify po-
wer. According to the experts it is important to actively involve civil society in the
peace dialogue, and support it in defending demands that conflict with govern-
ment interests. The impact which both conflicts have had on the neighboring
land of Cameroon, notably the refugee problem and incursions of bandits/rebels
in the border areas, show the importance of addressing these issues at the
regional level.

In an exchange of views with the authorities, Cameroon has been encouraged
to use the weight of its political leadership on behalf of regional stability. At the
request of Cameroon cooperation in the follow-up to the Conflict Prevention and
Human Security Declaration (St-Boniface, May 2006) is also being discussed.

21.01.2008

mailto:peter.aeberhard@eda.admin.ch
mailto:carol.mottet@eda.admin.ch
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Stop Rape Now

Further information:

FDFA PD IV

Tamara Münger

Performance dates

and registration

Further information:

FDFA PD IV

Tamara Münger

Action against sexual violence in armed conflicts
Sexual violence in the context of armed conflicts, which can be linked to discrimi-
nation against women in times of peace, is difficult to combat. The victims are
often reluctant to talk so as to avoid the stigma and possible exclusion from
society. In most cases the perpetrators of these crimes go unpunished. The inter-
national community has so far been unable to prevent sexual violence from
becoming a regular feature in most conflicts.

In an attempt to address this problem the United Nations has launched an initia-
tive: „Stop Rape Now – U.N. Action Against Sexual Violence in Conflict“. Twelve
UN agencies and related bodies have joined together in an effort to increase
public awareness of rape as a weapon of war. Participants include the Depart-
ment for Peacekeeping Operations, the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the
Population Fund, the High Commissioner for Refugees, the Children’s Fund and
the Development Fund for Women, as well as various governments and civil
society organizations. The two main objectives are to bring the impunity of perpe-
trators to an end and improve support for the many victims of sexual violence.
„Stop Rape Now“ will also concern itself with the long term effects of sexual
violence, used as a tactical weapon in many armed conflicts, with inevitable
consequences for communal life as well as for the nation’s subsequent develop-
ment. Switzerland is providing financial support in the framework of implemen-
tation of the UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women, Peace and Security.

21.01.2008

Moldavia Theater Group visit to Switzerland:
human trafficking
„You Angela, my best friend, sold me“ – the story of six women from Moldavia
who leave home full of hope for a new life, hope which turns to despair when
they are exploited by unscrupulous traffickers in human beings, before eventually
returning home.

This piece of theatre „A septea Kafana“ (the  Seventh Coffee House), based on
real life experiences, is an attempt to increase public awareness of human traf-
ficking and what it means to the victims.

The play was first performed in Chisinau, Moldavia in 2001. After touring the
country it traveled to Belarus, Ukraine, Russia, Germany, France and now Swit-
zerland. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) in Bern together with
the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) invited Moldavia’s „Theater
Group Coloseum“ and its director Mihai Fusu Ende to perform the play at the end
of February in Zurich, Bern, Geneva and Chiasso. The performances will be follo-
wed by discussions with the Theater Group and Swiss experts in trafficking in
human beings. 21.01.2008

http://www.stoprapenow.org
mailto:tamara.muenger@eda.admin.ch
http://www.ch.iom.int/
http://www.ch.iom.int/
mailto:tamara.muenger@eda.admin.ch
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Further information:

FDFA Murezi Michael

FDFA

UNDPA

UN-Peacemaker

Mediation

Support Project 

(swisspeace / CSS)

State Concepts

 L inksL inksL inksL inksL inks Federalism and Decentralization in Peace Negotiations
Power-sharing mechanisms in the framework of federalism and decentralization
are important aspects of peacemaking in international conflicts, in particular where
minority discrimination and domination of the centre over peripheries constitute
root causes of conflict. It is not surprising, therefore, that a training workshop on
federalism and decentralization organised by the Swiss Federal Department of
Foreign Affairs (FDFA) in partnership with the UN Department for Political Affairs
(DPA) was popular. It attracted twenty staff from UN headquarters, field offices
and other intergovernmental organisations who are working on conflicts all over
the world: Cyprus, Western Sahara, Nepal, Indonesia-Aceh, Georgia-Abkhazia,
to name but a few. The highly interactive workshop took place at the beginning
of December in New York.

The primary goal of the two-day training was to enhance the participants’ know-
ledge about federalism and decentralization in peace negotiations. The event
was opened by the Swiss Ambassador to the UN, Peter Maurer, and Assistant
Secretary-General, Angela Kane. Swiss experts, both from within the Political
Division IV of the FDFA and from Swiss institutions (State Concepts, Mediations
Support Project) contributed to the success of the workshop.

The introduction of power-sharing mechanisms in conflict settings can be delica-
te. Any model of federalism or decentralisation has to be adapted to the political
context and particular attention has to be paid to its implementation. During the
workshop, the participants were able to explore the potential and limitations of
power-sharing mechanisms through role plays, case studies and exchange with
experts.

The FDFA will continue to support the UN’s facilitation and mediation activities by
organising similar trainings for UN staff in the future. 22.01.2008

Berghof
Russian translations of 24 articles from the Berghof Handbook are now avai-
lable online     and in book form.

International Alert
A new study entitled A Climate of Conflict     reveals that the greatest impact of
climate change is on the world’s poorest and that it is increasingly a cause of
conflicts. Disadvantaged social groups are thus in double jeopardy. Contact.

Plattform Zivile Konfliktbearbeitung
Celebrating its 10th anniversary the Platform extends an invitation to its annual
meeting, dedicated to the following topic „Ability to live in peace on the test
bench“ 4-6 April in Bonn.

International Partner Organizations
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News from the

9 international KOFF

partner organizations.

Berghof-Center

CDA Collaborative

Learning Projects

Conciliation Resources

European Centre for

Conflict Prevention

mailto:murezi.michael@eda.admin.ch
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home.html
http://www.un.org/Depts/dpa/ 
http://www.unpeacemaker.org
http://www.swisspeace.ch/mediation
http://www.swisspeace.ch/mediation
http://www.stateconcepts.ch
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/std_page.php?LANG=e&id=27&parent=6
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/std_page.php?LANG=e&id=27&parent=6
http://www.international-alert.org/press/article.php?id=209
mailto:mwallenfang@international-alert.org
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/?info=event&pres=detail&uid=827
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/?info=event&pres=detail&uid=827
http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
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European Peacebuil-

ding Liaison Office

(EPLO)

Gruppe Friedensent-

wicklung (FriEnt)

International Alert

Plattform Zivile

Konfliktbearbeitung

SPICE/GTZ

Conciliation Resources
A new book about the work of the „Bo Peace and Reconciliation Movement“
in Sierra Leone published by Conciliation Resources (CR) shows how traditio-
nal and modern methods of peacebuilding can be successfully combined.
To order.

Can art bring people together and help to heal old wounds? This question
inspired the production of a 2008 calendar featuring paintings of the Abkhaz
capital.

FriEnt
FriEnt draws the first conclusions concerning the new EU stability instrument
and the Peace Building Partnership, aimed at the further development of the
expertise of the European Commission in the area of civil conflict transforma-
tion and strengthening communications with state and civil society organiza-
tions in EU member states.

FriEnt and Misereor have published a study on the conflict in Chad. The author
feels that the fighting which again broke out in 2005 can be traced to a deca-
de old regional conflict.

Akademie für Konflikttransformation
 The Academy for Conflict Transformation of the Forum Civil Peace Service of-

fers training sessions     on conflict transformation and civil conflict resolution.
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Events
Peace Watch Switzerland still has a few vacancies for training prior to deploy-
ment on human rights work in Palestine/Israel (6-9 March and 10-13 April) and
Guatemala/Mexico (3-6 April and 24-27 April).

Peace Brigades International Switzerland and Peace Watch Switzerland con-
duct afternoon information sessions on 2 February in Zurich and on 16 February
in Bern and on 23 February in Lausanne.

Propaz, Switzerland’s program for the promotion of the peace process in Me-
xico, was terminated at the end of 2007. The main actors, Swiss Interchurch
Aid and Political Affairs Division IV of the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs celebrate their successfull collaboration at a wind-up meeting     on
26 February, 16.00 – 18.00, at the Käfigturm in Bern.

Media21 was created at the initiative of the non-profit press agency InfoSud
for the purpose of improving media coverage of topics of global importance.
A series of workshops  in 2008 will be devoted to peacebuilding, human rights
and related topics.

This section gives pointers

to selected events in

Switzerland pertaining to

civil peace building.

Other pointers to events

and training courses are

available through the

KOFF-Infomarket.

http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.gtz.de/de/index.htm
http://www.c-r.org/our-work/west-africa/buildingpaths.php
http://www.c-r.org/resources/shop/catalogue.php?category=3
http://www.c-r.org/our-work/caucasus/sukhumi.php
http://www.frient.de/downloads/FriEnt_Tagungsdoku_www.pdf
http://www.frient.de/downloads/Konfliktanalyse_Tschad_kompl.pdf
http://www.forumzfd.de/aka_termine.html
http://www.peacewatch.ch
http://www.peacebrigades.ch/info_nachmittage.htm
http://www.peacewatch.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/index.php?fid=416&reppage=1&search=all&id=276
http://www.media21geneva.org/
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff/events.asp
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Tackling the Intractable

Entry-Points to

Palestinian Security

Sector Reform

Spotlight on the Middle East
Two new Swiss publications focus on key issues in the Israeli-Palestinian peace
process.

In the search for a sustainable solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict the ques-
tion of the future of Palestinian refugees is the greatest challenge. Now in „Tack-
ling the Intractable. Palestinian Refugees and the Search for Middle East Peace“
Michael Chiller-Glaus of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) offers a comprehensive
analysis of this problem. The book summarizes essential historical and legal
aspects and the way these are perceived by the two parties. It also looks at the
approaches taken in the official attempts at negotiations so far. His detailed
discussion of the non-official proposals is of particular interest. Some of these
have never before been published, and a few will be new even to many speci-
alists.

For years the Palestinian security sector has been a hotly debated aspect of the
Israeli-Palestinian question. International concern has above all focused on the
„War on Terrorism“ and in that context how to create greater security for Israel,
rather than on Palestinian security requirements. In its new publication „Entry-
Points to Palestinian Security Sector Reform“ the Geneva Centre for the Demo-
cratic Control of Armed Forces (DCAF), a KOFF member organization, brings the
Palestinian perspective on security sector reform (SSR) back into the picture.
Palestinian academics and practitioners discuss challenges and concrete propo-
sals for reforming important aspects of SSR such as for example civil-democratic
control of the security sector and the linkage of SSR with judicial reform. This
publication is also available in an Arabic translation. 16.01.2008
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FDFA brochure

To order:

FDFA Patricia Asante

New FDFA brochure: „Human Security
in Switzerland’s foreign policy“
The concept of human security emphasizes the protection of individuals from
politically motivated violence, war and despotism. It takes the view that peace
policy, human rights policy and humanitarian policy are closely interrelated.

The Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) has published a new brochure
which, in a style that is short and to the point, explains the Swiss approach to
human security and how it applies in the fields of peace, human rights and
humanitarian policy.

The brochure is available free of charge in English, French, German and Italian.
16.01.2008

http://www.peterlang.com/LOCALPDF/Buecher/BookDetail_11298.pdf?CFID=75225547&CFTOKEN=56412964
http://www.dcaf.ch/publications/kms/details.cfm?lng=en&id=44240&nav1=4
http://www.dcaf.ch/publications/kms/details.cfm?lng=en&id=44240&nav1=4
http://www.dcaf.ch/publications/kms/details.cfm?lng=en&id=44240&nav1=4
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/doc/publi.html
mailto:PA4@eda.admin.ch
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Web tip
Initiative for Peacebuilding
The Initiative for Peacebuilding (IfP) is a partnership which pools the complemen-
tary geographic and thematic expertise of 10 European civil society organiza-
tions. The partnership is financed by the EU Commission and is under the lea-
dership of International Alert. The aim of IfP is to pool knowledge in the area of
peacebuilding so that it will be available to a variety of actors, and in particular
to the institutions of the European Union. Its newly launched website serves as
a clearing house of information and expertise on issues related to conflict pre-
vention and peacebuilding.

The EU is the world’s largest donor of state sponsored humanitarian aid and the
EU Commission has sent delegations to over 120 countries. The EU’s potential in
the area of peacebuilding is undisputed. The aim of the IfP is to make the inde-
pendent thematic and geographic expertise and analyses provided by its 10
partners more widely available, making it easier for the EU’s strategic decision-
makers and other stakeholders to get the facts.

The IfP focuses on the causes of conflicts and factors that aggravate them. The
main themes are as follows: 1) mediation 2) regional cooperation on the eco-
nomy, the environment and natural resource management 3) security 4) demo-
cratization and transitional justice 5) gender 6) capacity building and training.

Although still in the development stage the website is certain to be a platform
with many resources.
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http://www.swisspeace.org/koff
http://www.swisspeace.org/
mailto:christa.dold@swisspeace.ch
http://www.initiativeforpeacebuilding.eu
http://www.initiativeforpeacebuilding.eu

